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SCIP Alumni Speak to 

Young Leaders

It was a busy day for the SCIP team as they were immersed in 
completing their projects. With many deadlines established, the 
teams worked with great focus and determination. Additionally 

the team was assisted by SCIP alumni. Phillip, majoring in 
graphic design, assisted the design team in developing the golf 
flyer. Dean, majoring in mass communications, gave the media 

team insight on outreaching to potential sponsors through 
social media.

By Jeffrey Geller and Evan Batov 
Photographs by Angie Feng, Wilbert Davis, and Ravin Harduarsingh
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“

” - Phillip Volcy
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Leadership 
Training at  

Credit 
Suisse

By Jeffrey Geller and Evan Batov 
Photographs By Angie Feng, Wilbert 
Davis, and Ravin Harduarsingh

Hosted at Credit Suisse the 
SCIP team met 
distinguished individuals of 
the business world. Dora 
Abreu facilitated a 
workshop highlighting skills 
any young leader should 
utilize. The students then 
divided into several groups 
and discussed business 
etiquette and effective ways 
for communication. After 
the guest speakers left the 
students continued working 
on their respective projects. 
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By Jeffrey Geller and Evan Batov 
Photographs by Angie Feng, Wilbert Davis, and Ravin Harduarsingh

SCIP Leaders Get a “Whiff” 
of Thierry Mugler Company

On Wednesday, the SCIP young leaders were gifted with the 
visit from Joseph McElroy. He is a senior director of 

education in the Clarins Fragrance Group. Due to his 
company’s affiliation with Thierry Mugler fragrance, he was 
able to bring in various scents. He showcased the fragrance 

Angel and held a discussion on how the scents created 
various sensations. He also gave insight on sustaining a 

business. His profound outlooks on the qualities a company 
needs to possess were especially shown when he said: “For a 

company to succeed it needs to maintain a consistent 
message.”
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Grand Tour of  Microsoft 
Technology Center

This Wednesday was a treat for all of us, as the SCIP Young Leaders received a 
tour of Microsoft Technology Center, SCIP’s host for the summer and a special 
partner. The mission of the company was the most impressive, every aspect of the 
dwelling placed heavy emphasis on the customer's comfortability and quick 
accommodation to their needs. The tour started with the Focus Room, which 
generates the energy needed to power the entire floor. It was fascinating to be 
actually inside what seemed to be a life size PC and it really put into perspective 
the inner workings of a corporation. Our personal favorite was the envisioning 
room; the dim lighted setting was a perfect hub spot for team collaborations and 
communication. With state of the art technologies, we were presented with a 
motivational video and words of wisdom from our speaker, Mr. Richard 
Traverso . Beyond the pristine clear glass that is the Microsoft building, there lies 
the daily grind of the workers, the squeal of a satisfied customer and of course the 
jubilation of the SCIP young leaders. Microsoft, coeval with the fast-paced 
world, manages to innovate the perfect blend of technological innovation and 
plain old fashion customer service to become a leader in software design.  

Written by Tasmia Anika  
Photography by Angie Feng, Wilbert Davis, and Ravin Harduarsingh
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Thursday was a physically active day in 
which SCIP visits Governors Island. 
Accompanied by the Mancebos, the Young 
Leaders commute to the island by ferry at 
Battery Park. The green and scenic island 
had basketball courts and picturesque 
views enjoyed by all of the Young Leaders. 
Split into three groups, everyone had a 
very enjoyable and memorable time. Some 
went biking for an hour while others played 
basketball and took pictures of the New 
York City skyline. Ultimately, the trip put 
young leaders at ease and gave them the 
opportunity to interconnect with peers.

Written by Vicki Wong and Jeffrey Geller 
Photographs by Angie Feng, Wilbert Davis, and Ravin Harduarsingh
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Features
Eden Santiago 
Ashley Robalino

InterviewsAdvice
SAMPLE Eden and Ashley talk about what it 

feels like to be the youngest leaders in 
the SCIP Family.

"I was really scared because I 
thought it would be difficult for me 
to work with older people in the 
corporate world because a 12-year 
old can only do so much. Advice I 
would give to other kids would be to 
join programs and internships like 
SCIP to start noticing what they want 
to do when they grow older." 

- Eden Santiago

"It's a little intimidating being the 
youngest. However, it is fun but it 
can also be confusing. Being 
younger and trying to be with other 
people who are older than you can be 
a little hard. Some advice I would 
give is that if it feels hard, just keep 
trying, focus and stay concentrated." 

- Ashley Robalino
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11 Times Square, New York,

NY 10036

Family And Friends Event

Save The Date

Microsoft Technology Center

Hosted By Microsoft

@scipleaders | Facebook | Twitter | Instagram | LinkedIn

Thursday

August

5:00 - 7:30 PM

11 th


